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And a Crucial Concept & Its Notation:
Provability

� `pc �
set of formulae in the 
propositional calculus indicates that the formula 

on the right can be proved 
from the set of formulae on 
the left, using inference 
rules in PC (prop. calc.).

individual 
formula in the 
propositional 
calculus

“Formula � is provable in the propositional calculus from the set � of formula.”

So, the equation reads like this:

` � simply means, then, that � can be proved with only temporary suppositions.
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MHP Defined (original)
Jones has come to a game show, and finds himself thereon selected to play a game on national TV with 
the show's suave host, Full Monty.  Jones is told correctly by Full that hidden behind one of three closed, 
opaque doors facing the two of them is $1,000,000, while behind each of the other two is a feculent, 
obstreperous llama whose value on the open market is charitably pegged at $1.  Full reminds Jones that 
this is a game, and a fair one, and that if Jones ends up selecting the door with $1M behind it, all that 
money will indeed be his.  (Jones' net worth has nearly been exhausted by his expenditures in traveling 
to the show.)  Full also reminds Jones that he (= Full) knows what's behind each door, fixed in place until 
the game ends.

Full asks Jones to select which door he wants the contents of.  Jones says, "Door 1."  Full then says: 
 "Hm.  Okay.  Part of this game is my revealing at this point what's behind one of the doors you didn't 
choose.  So ... let me show you what's behind Door 3."  Door 3 opens to reveal a very unsavory llama.  
Full now to Jones:  "Do you want to switch to Door 2, or stay with Door 1?  You'll get what's behind the 
door of your choice, and our game will end."  Full looks briefly into the camera, directly.

(P1.1) What should Jones do if he's rational?  

(P1.2) Prove that your answer is correct.  (Diagrammatic proofs are allowed.)

(P1.3) A quantitative hedge fund manager with a PhD in finance from Harvard zipped this email off to 
Full before Jones made his decision re. switching or not:  "Switching would be a royal waste of time (and 
time is money!).  Jones hasn't a doggone clue what's behind Door 1 or Door 2, and it's obviously a 50/50 
chance to win whether he stands firm or switches.  So the chap shouldn't switch!"  Is the fund manager 
right?  Prove that your diagnosis is correct.

(P1.4) Can these answers and proofs be exclusively Bayesian in nature?



The Switching Policy Rational!
Proof:  Our overarching technique will be proof by cases.

We  denote the possible cases for initial distribution using a simple notation, according to which 
for example ‘LLM’ means that,  there is a lama behind Door 1, a llama behind Door 2, and the 
million dollars behind Door 3.  With this notation in hand, our three starting cases are:  Case 1:  
MLL; Case 2:  LML; Case 3:  LLM.   There are only three top-level cases for distribution.  The 
odds of picking at the start the million-dollar door is 1/3, obviously — for each case.  Hence we 
know that the odds of a HOLD policy winning is 1/3.

Now we proceed in a proof by sub-cases under the three cases above, to show that the overall 
odds of a SWITCH policy is greater than 1/3.  Each sub-case is simply based on what the initial 
choice by Jones is, under one of the three main cases.  Here we go:

Suppose Case 3, LLM, holds, and that [this (Case 3.1) is the first of three sub-cases under Case 
3] Jones picks Door 1.  Then FM must reveal Door 2 to reveal a llama.  Switching to Door 3 
wins, guaranteed.  In sub-case 3.2 suppose that J’s choice Door 2.  Then FM will reveal Door 1.  
Again, switching to Door 3 wins, guaranteed.  In the final sub-case, J initially selects Door 3 
under Case 3; this is sub-case 3.3.  Here, FM shows either Door 1 or Door 2 (as itself a random 
choice).  This time switching loses, guaranteed.  Hence, in two of the sub-cases out of three 
(2/3), winning is guaranteed (prob of 1).  An exactly parallel result can be deduced for Case 2 and 
Case 1; i.e., in each of these two, in two of the three (2/3) sub-cases winning is 1.  Hence the 
odds of winning by following the switching policy is 2/3, which is greater than 1/3.  Hence it’s 
rational to be a switcher.  QED



MFP Defined
Jones has come to a game show, and finds himself thereon selected to play a game on national TV with the 
show's suave host, Full Monty.  Jones is familiar with the game from watching prior shows, and has had plenty of 
time to develop a strategy for the game, to be applied if he’s lucky enough to get the chance to play — and he 
has been lucky.  Jones is told correctly by Full that hidden behind one of three closed, opaque doors facing the 
two of them is $1,000,000, while behind each of the other two is a feculent, obstreperous llama whose value on 
the open market is charitably pegged at $1.  Full reminds Jones that this is a game, and a fair one, and that if 
Jones ends up selecting the door with $1M behind it, all that money will indeed be his.  (Jones' net worth has 
nearly been exhausted by his expenditures in traveling to the show.)

But, sometimes a disguised mad professor of probability is in the audience, and when he’s present, he jumps up 
and shouts out which number, 1, 2, or 3, his (genuine) random number generator has just generated, and the 
door number he shouts out immediately thereafter opens.  If the door the contestant has initially picked springs 
open as a result of this, the result is declared UNDEFINED, and the game must start over after the professor 
has been escorted out.  Also, if the door that springs open reveals the $1M, the result is UNDEFINED and 
everything must be reset after the prof is removed.  But, if one of the other two doors opens, the contestant is 
allowed to switch by Full Monty.  Jones can of course also stay with his initial selection.  All of this was explained 
to Jones before he came on the show, so the challenge to Jones is to have a two-part strategy:  one for when 
things go smoothly and normally, and one just in case the prof snuck in and does his disruption.

Full asks Jones to select which door he wants the contents of.  Jones says, "Door 1."  Full then says:  "Okay.  
Now let’s op—“

Suddenly the mad professor jumps up and shouts out “2!” and immediately thereafter Door 2 opens to reveal a 
llama.

(P2.1) What should Jones’s policy be, and, following it, what should he now do, assuming he's rational?  

(P2.2) Prove that your answer is correct.  (Diagrammatic proofs are allowed.)
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A1:  Deductive Formalisms
A2:  Inductive Formalisms
A3:  Analysis/Cont. Formalisms ? (The “beauty” of Monty-X 

problems is that they call for 
weaving together A1 & A2  I used 
simple deduction woven together 
with urn-based reasoning.)
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By the way, as mentioned, the “crisis” roiling around priming:

https://replicationindex.wordpress.com/2017/02/02/
reconstruction-of-a-train-wreck-how-priming-research-
went-of-the-rails/#comment-1454

Kahneman:  “… I placed too much faith in underpowered studies …”

https://replicationindex.wordpress.com/2017/02/02/reconstruction-of-a-train-wreck-how-priming-research-went-of-the-rails/#comment-1454
https://replicationindex.wordpress.com/2017/02/02/reconstruction-of-a-train-wreck-how-priming-research-went-of-the-rails/#comment-1454
https://replicationindex.wordpress.com/2017/02/02/reconstruction-of-a-train-wreck-how-priming-research-went-of-the-rails/#comment-1454
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Urn-based Reasoning
Kolmogorov’s Axioms
Elementary Probability Logic
(based on propositional calculus)
“Narratological” Probability 
to Defend the Subjects
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Probability of 
drawing a black ball?

Probability that ball 
bn is a black ball?

b1

b2

b3
b4

b5

What is the 
probability that (B) 
b3 is a black ball?

p(B) =
4

5
= .8.
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What are you more likely 
to pull out, a BT 
simpliciter, or a BT-and-
FM?

k people

Linda

BT

BT
BT

BT

FM
4 BTs

1 BT-and-FM

A BT!
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Kolmogorov’s Axioms of Probability
(= his probability calculus, viewed propositionally)

K1 8�(0  p(�)  1).
Each formula in the propositional calculus has a probability between 0 and 1, inclusive.
K2 If ` �, then p(�) = 1.
All formulas that are deductively provable without remaining suppositions are certain.
K3 If {�} `  , then p(�)  p( ).
A formula that can be used to prove another has a probability less than or equal to the proved one.
K4 If {�, } ` � ^ ¬�, then p(� _  ) = p(�) + p( ).
Two inconsistent formulas, disjoined, have a probability equal to the sum of the probability of each.
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Kolmogorov’s Axioms of Probability
(= his probability calculus, viewed propositionally)

So why is Kahneman right that System-2 
cognition tells us that (B and F) cannot be 
more probable than B???

K1 8�(0  p(�)  1).
Each formula in the propositional calculus has a probability between 0 and 1, inclusive.
K2 If ` �, then p(�) = 1.
All formulas that are deductively provable without remaining suppositions are certain.
K3 If {�} `  , then p(�)  p( ).
A formula that can be used to prove another has a probability less than or equal to the proved one.
K4 If {�, } ` � ^ ¬�, then p(� _  ) = p(�) + p( ).
Two inconsistent formulas, disjoined, have a probability equal to the sum of the probability of each.

Because from a conjunction � ^  of two formulas one can always prove � (and  as well).

Hence by K3 it can never be the case that a conjunction is more probable than either of its conjuncts.

Hence it can never be the case that ‘Linda is a bank teller and Linda is 
in the feminist movement’ is more probable than ‘Linda is a bank teller.’
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E.g., consider a fair die.  The probability that after it’s rolled 
it shows a 5 is (by the “urn technique” we’ve studied) 1/6.  
But now given that the die will show an odd number when 
it’s rolled, what is the probability that it will show a 5 after 
being rolled.  Kolmogorov says 1/3:
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E.g., consider a fair die.  The probability that after it’s rolled 
it shows a 5 is (by the “urn technique” we’ve studied) 1/6.  
But now given that the die will show an odd number when 
it’s rolled, what is the probability that it will show a 5 after 
being rolled.  Kolmogorov says 1/3:

p(Will be a 5.|Will be odd.) =
p(5 ^ odd)

p(odd)
=

1
6
1
2

=
1

3
<latexit sha1_base64="3qsoJoyWOEN3ZT7ovAjLKSm3jVI=">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</latexit>



Re. K4

E.g., consider a fair die again.  The set composed of 
the two propositions The die will be odd and The die 
will be even leads deductively to a contradiction.  So 
K4 “predicts” that the probability of the disjunction of 
these two propositions is the sum of the probability 
of each independently.  Does the prediction pan out?



Probability Logic …
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Geometric Interpretation of Probability Logic

Assume that the areas of the regions in the diagram represent 
the probabilities of the formulae they correspond to.
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Geometric Interpretation of Probability Logic

Assume, again, that the areas of the regions in the diagram 
represent the probabilities of the formulae they correspond to.  
Here, the population of Fs is assumed to be smaller than that of Bs.
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Geometric Interpretation of Probability Logic

Assume, again, that the areas of the regions in the diagram 
represent the probabilities of the formulae they correspond to.  
Here, the population of Fs is assumed to be smaller than that of Bs.

Very well.  Then why is it true that: p(B) > p(B ^ F)
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